HAB COOPER 2 SEATER
STATIC FABRIC SOFA

７６３／８０５９ HAB COOPER 2 SEATER CHARCOAL STATIC FABRIC SOFA
８１３／３８２１ HAB COOPER 2 SEATER LIGHT GERY STATIC FABRIC SOFA
７８９／４１１６ HAB COOPER 2 SEATER STATIC TEAL FABRIC SOFA
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Sainsburys Argos Upholstery Care Guide
The below advice is to help you maintain your sofa to ensure you can get the very best out of it.
Once you have received your sofa please reshape and plump the cushions back to their original shape,
it may take a few days for any creases to drop out.

Cushion Care
Your Cushions will soften over time, to maximise your comfort and the life of the cushions follow
the advice below
Fibre -Fibre Cushions need to be cared for daily. It is recommended that they are plumped
by shaking and squeezing to even out the fibres every day.This will provide longer lasting comfort and life.
Foam - Foam cushions will naturally soften within the first few weeks. To ensure even wear
swap cushions around from favourite seat locations and flip them where possible.

General Care Advise
Vacuum clean your upholstery at least once a week, dust removal may be improved
by pre-brushing with a soft cloth.
Chenille, velour and velvets may flatten in use, crush marks and random shading will
occur. This is a normal characteristic of this fabric.
Periodically check and re-tighten feet where required.
Keep upholstery out of direct sunlight to avoid discolouring.
Do not place the furniture in a conservatory, excessively dry or humid conditions.
Avoid sharp items such as toys, jean rivets and buckles coming into contact with the
upholstery as these can easily snag, tear or pull the fabric.
To maintain the appearance and durability of your suit, restrain children and pets
from climbing and jumping on the sofa.
Leather is a natural product and can display natural marks and characteristics such as
healed scars, grain directions and creases. These are natural features not faults.
Please dust leather regular and clean with a damp cloth.

For accidental spills or stains
Do's
Do blot or soak up spills immediately using a dry soft colourfast cloth
Do use specialist upholstery cleaner if needed, always follow the manufacturer's
instructions and always conduct a path test.
Don'ts
Don't rub or scrub with a cloth as this could damage the fabric and remove the colour
Don't use washing up liquid, detergents or bleach to remove stains
Don't soak or allow fabric to become wet

